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Terms and Conditions NAAD teachings 

 

 

Prices and payment conditions private teachings 

 

Privat teachings face to face or online: 

 Semester-Abo MAXI 20 lessons in 6 months = 20 x 100 = 2’000.- 

 Semester-Abo MIDI 10 lessons in 6 months = 10 x  130.- = 1’300.- 

 Quartals-Abo MAXI 10 lessons in 3 month = 10 x 120.- = 1’200- 

 Quartals-Abo MIDI 5 lessons in 3 month = 5 x 140.- = 700.- 

All Semester-Abos and Quartal-Abos run under the conditions: 1 lesson is 60 minutes, fixed day and 
time of the class, to be payed in advance. 

If you are late or you miss a class, you will loose (part of) the class. 

Further private class bookings: free day, free time 

 10-time-abo = 10 x 150.- = 1’500.- 

 single lesson = 160.- 

 

The amount to be paid for abonnements can be payed to the account 

Postfinancekonto CH52 0900 0000 1551 4450 2 und BIC POFICHBEXXX.  

Freely booked single lessons for 160.- have to be paid BAR/on the hand in the lesson. 
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Further Terms and Conditions Teachings 

 

Registration and booking procedure for private-class-abonnements 

1. Take a contact over email with your request. Giving me a general information about who you 

are, what about your singing experience, your wishes etc. In any case leave me a phone 

number, so I can call you by back. If you from outside Switzerland, it must be a number 

compatible to whatsapp, teams or IMO. Also send me 3 possible time-windows in a week for 

your class.  

2. I will take a contact to you by phone. If I accept your request, we will fix a day and a daytime 

together, so we have a fixed time-window for the booked abo. We will also fix the holidays 

etc. from eather sides, when we will be not able to take the class. So please be prepared. 

3. Please fill all the classes discussed in Google-calender sending me an invitation for it. They 

must be numbered by 1 to n. Also they should not exceed the duration of the abo. Suppose 

you book a MAXI abo, fix 20 classes within 6 month, leaving out the absences discussed.  

4. Exeptions are made only, if your abo touches the summer-holidays (school-holidays Zurich), 

as I might be longer on holiday then. Also If you will leave the country for several weeks, 

please send me a proof (flight ticket or confirmation institution abroad etc.), so I will extend 

your abo-duration.  

The amount to be paid for abonnements has to be payed to the account 

Postfinancekonto IBAN CH52 0900 0000 1551 4450 2 und BIC POFICHBEXXX. 

5. Start to take your lessons as per calender  

6. If you would have exceptionally to shift a class, shift it yourself at the end of your class-serial, 

at least 2 weeks ahead and informing me by whatsapp. Just change the agenda-entrance 

without changing the number! Like this it is guaranteed, that we will not lose a class. Again, I 

will confirm you the class, as I will get an invitation as a guest again. If it is not possible for 

me, I can tell NO. 

7. If you are sick, I need a doctor’s confirmation (Arztzeugnis). Exceptionally (1 time in 3 month) 

you can also shift the class without a confirmation, but only till your abo-duration exceeds. If 

you have a serious healthproblem, you please send the doctors confirmation with the period 

you are not able to take a music-class by email as a scan. Then I will extend your abo-

duration. Again it is your responsibility to make the necessary changes in the e-agenda. Also 

every time call me and inform me by whatsapp. 

 

Fulltime studies 

At the moment Aana has a private room to sublet for a student who would like to learn Dhrupad 

seriously with Aana. Living together, getting guidance regularly and singing several hours every day. 

Please inquire on +41 78 836 39 38 if you are interested. 


